Art on The Loop

Stroll, ride or run along The Chuck Huckleberry Loop and you’re likely to spot more than desert vegetation, wildlife and fellow users. A whimsical steel sculpture of bats on bikes shares space with mosaic-tiled bridges, historical homages and sculptural arches. Users are able to enjoy these – and more than four dozen other pieces of art along The Loop – thanks to the Pima County Board of Supervisors’ longtime support of a Pima County Public Art Program.

This guide will help you enjoy all of the sculptures, tilework and more that you’ll find along The Loop.

Updates and more detailed information can be found at pima.gov/LoopArt
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Rio Vista Park
North bank of Rillito, east of La Cholla
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Children’s Memorial Park
Omni Primo, 1978
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Artist: Eric Lee Cooper
South bank of Rillito at Mountain Ave.
Shindigger Blue, 2018
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Sun Columns, 2000
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South bank of Rillito at Campbell Ave.
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La Cholla Blvd. at Rillito River Bridge
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South bank of Rillito at Mountain Ave.
Over There, 2021
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Batty Biker Family, 2016
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